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ABSTRACT 
A new approach to twistor theory is proposed. The approach is based 

on certain reformulations of the classical massless particle and super-

particle in terms of twistors. The first quantization of these systems 

leads to a full classification of all the free 4D field theories. The exten

sion of one of these systems to the interacting case leads to a reformula

tion of the standard Dirac-Yang-Mills field equations in terms of gauge 

potential which fulfills certain curvatureless conditions in a generalized 

space (Minkowski+twistor). These conditions are a consequence of in-

tegrability conditions of an overdetermined system of linear equations 

whose vector field is composed from the components of the Dirac field 

and the Yang-Mills field strength. 

The twistorial reformulation allows us to gauge away all the or

dinary space-time variables. By this procedure we obtain a descrip

tion of the usual free massless field theories in terms of pure twistor 

space. These systems are invariant under an infinite dimensional alge

bra, which contains the two-dimensional conformal algebra as a subal-

gebra. We propose these systems as candidates to a generalization of 

the notion of two-dimensional conformal field theories to four dimen

sions. Alternatively, we introduce an extension of the pure twistorial 

point particle to a two dimensional object, i.e. a pure twistorial string. 
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1. Introduction 

The origin of field equations of ordinary gauge theories is one of 

the interesting problems in fundamental physics. This problem might 

be related also to a more basic one, which is the origin of the space-

time itself. A possible way to approach the first problem is by trying Jo 

obtain the field equations of the ordinary theories by first quantization 

of certain classical systems. As the simplest example one can consider 

the relativistic point particle. The first quantization of it leads to the 

Klein-Gordon equation. The problem of how to obtain the massless 

higher spin field equations from first quantization of certain classical 

systems was answered in [1] (see also [2,3].). 

Point particle and superparticle are two of the simplest classi

cal Lorenz covariant systems appearing in physics. Nevertheless, the 

problem of the covariant quantization of the superparticle was a long

standing problem and it was hoped that the solution to this problem 

will give us a new insight into the structure of space-time and a new 

understanding of supersymmetric gauge theories [4]. 

Indeed, the covariant quantization of the Brink-Schwarz (BS) 

superparticle [5] which was performed in [6] used a certain kind of 

auxiliary variables, which were identified as twistors [7,8,9]. This 

twistorial reformulation of the superparticle, together with its non-

supersymmetric version i.e. the twistorial reformulation of the point 

particle, gave us the first clue toward a new interpretation of gauge 

theories and new insight into the structure of space-time [1,2,3,10,11]. 

The Dirac first quantization [12] of the twistorial superparticle in 

the D=4 generalized superspace (Minkowski-f-twistor) was originally 
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performed in [2] and later in a more convenient way in [1]. This quan

tization leads to generalized field equations, which are equivalent to 

the usual field equations of the relevant supersymmetric (SUSY) the

ories (Scalar, super Yang-Mills (SYM) and supergravity (SUGRA)). 

These generalized equations were derived in [3] from a super-Poincare 

invariant unconstrained superfield action. 

The case N=0 of this model is actually the reformulation of the 

classical massless point particle in terms of twistors. Upon quantiza

tion, this twistorial point particle leads, in addition to the massless 

scalar field equation, to equations of motion equivalent to the Dirac, 

Maxwell, Rarita-Schwinger and linearized Einstein field equations [1,3]. 

Once the translation between the twistor and the usual formu

lation is done in the generalized space, one can gauge away all the 

ordinary superspace variables (xP,6a,§&), and one is left with a purely 

twistorial system [2]. The physical content of this system is identical 

to that of the former. In this space all the equations of motion are 

reduced to one vectorial equation. Therefore, this equation, which de

termines the on-shell twistor fields, can straightforwardly be derived 

from an action principle[2]. 

Furthermore, in ref. [10] it was shown that this reformulation t 

is invariant under an infinite dimensional algebra. This algebra con

tains the two-dimensional conformal algebra and the SU(2,2) algebra as 

subalgebras. In our opinion this algebra may play the role of algebraic 

basis for a new representation of field theories in terms of twistors, sim

ilar to the Virasoro algebra in two dimensional conformal field theories 

(CFT2). 

Thus, trying to answer the question about the origin of the field 

equations, one acquires as a by product a new insight into the origin 

of the space-time itself. According to this approach, the twistor space 

can replace space-time as the background in terms of which physics is 

described. 

After finding one way to reformulate the ordinary free field and 

superfield theories in terms of the generalized space, it might be in-
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teresting to look after alternative formulations of this kind. Such new 
formulations are introduced in the present paper. In terms of these 
models one can reformulate also the massive Dirac and Klein-Gordon 
equations. 

We will show that the interacting extension of one of this new 
reformulations gives a new representation of the standard gauge field 
equations in terms of twistors [11]. The construction of this represen
tation might be done in two steps: First, we construct certain auxiliary 
system of overedetermined differential equations. This system is repre
sented in terms of linear covariant operator which operates on a vector 
field. The compatibility conditions yield zero curvature conditions for 
the gauge field which constitute the linear covariant operator. Then, 
we identify the components of the above vector field as the compo
nents of the Dirac field and the Yang-Mills (YM) field strength in the 
generalized space. Second, in terms of the gauge field, the Dirac field 
and the YM field strength defined in the first step, we write down field 
equations in the generalized space which are equivalent to the ordinary 
Dirac-YM equations in Minkowski space. 

The approach to twistor theory proposed in [1,2,3,6,10,11] and in 
the present paper has some basic differences from the standard one. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to recover the usual Penrose's results by 
using the holomorphic representation to quantize our system together 
with a new interpretation of the first quantized theory [1]. 

In refs. [2,3,6] a new way to extend the twisior theory to higher 
dimensions was proposed. It was based on a certain non-conventional 
extension of the ten dimensional space-time. In this proposal the ex
tended space-time is parametrized by an entire host of tensor and not 
just vectors. Furthermore, like in four dimensions, the extended space-
time and the twistor space are on the same footing. It implies that 
one can gauge away all the space time variables keeping only the su-
pertwistor ones. In the present paper we will suggest a string like ex
tensions of the pure twistor particle in four and ten dimensions. This 
extensions lead to Virasoro-Kac-Moody systems. 
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The plan of this paper is as following: In sect. 2, first, we refor
mulate the classical massless point particle in terms of twistors [2,6]. 
Then we will prove the equivalence between the first quantized field 
equations obtained from this twistorial model to the ordinary massless 
Klien-Gordon, Dirac and Maxwell equations. Next, we will introduce 
some alternative formulations of the massless point particle in terms of 
twistors. 

In sect. 3, first, we will introduce the notion of exact-set of fields 
[7]. Then using this notion we will treat the problem of the interacting 
generalization of our twistorial models and will give a new representa
tion of the Dirac-YM field equations in terms of twistors. 

In sect. 4 the relations and the differences between our approach 
and Penrose's one will be treated briefly. In sect. 5 we will show 
that the pure twistorial reformulation of the ordinary field theories 
is invariant under infinite dimensional algebra. This algebra which 
admits an extension obeying the Jacoby identity will be suggested as 
an algebraic basis to a generalization of the notion of CFT2 to four 
dimensions. 

In sect. 6 we generalize the results of sect. 2 to the SUSY theories 
and we will obtain the full classification of these theories. 

In sect. 7 first, we will introduce the extension of the 4D twisto
rial point particle to ten dimensions. Then, we will extend the pure 
twistorial particle, both in four and ten dimensions, to two dimensional 
objects i.e. the string like extension. Sect. 8 will be devoted to some 
conclusions and outlook. 

In appendix A we give an alternative proof to the equivalence be-
t»<*n the first quantized field equations obtained from the 4D twistorial 
model and the ordinary massless field equations. 

In appendix B we comment on the 4D and 10D spinor conventions. 
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2. The Twistorial Massless Particle 

§2.1 The Classical Formulation 

The standard way to quantize the massless particle is to consider 

the first-class constraint 

j>* = 0 (2.1) 

and then impose it in its operatorial form on the wave function: 

dr^Hx) = 0 (2.2) 

where d„ = gfy. 

The relevant twistor reformulation of this system is done by taking 

the case N=0 of the models that appear in [2, 6]. The D=4 twistorial 

particle is defined in terms of the canonical variables r*1, and their 

canonically conjugated momenta j>p. In addition, we have two Majo-

rana commuting spinors (va,»d) with their canonically conjugated mo

menta (u>°,a>™). This model is described by the following independent 

first-class constraints: 

*aa=Pa*~»a''a=0 (2-3) 

H = i(uava - u'vi,) = 0 (2.4) 

where: pa„ = pi1^)™ and a,a = 1,2 
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The classical twistorial particle action becomes: 

SA= I drlppi? +• waia + uJ^Si - H4) (2.5) 

where the Hamiltonian H4 is defined by: 

H4 = Xa&*aA + Xff. (2.6) 

and A, \a& are the Lagrange multipliers. 

The Poincare generators are given by 

Tab, = Paa (2.7) 

~ y (2.8) 
= (P(«7X« + V W ' a / J + (X(<iP7/J) + 5(<i0/J))£«/3 

The constraints (2.3) imply that: 

e0i9P2 = Pa&Pp" = «ar5a»a«p = 0. (2.0) 

Therefore, the constraints (2.3) contained the constraint p2 = o. 

For completing the prove that the system (2.3) - (2.4) is equivalent 

to the usual massless point particle (2.1) one should show that all the 

twistor variables (v,u,v,o) can be gauged away. Indeed, due to the 

fact that first class constraints generate gauge transformations, one 

fixes three of the constraints (2.3) together with the constraint (2.4) 

gauging away all the four pairs of the twistor variables and get back 

the original system which is described in terms of the constraint (2.1) 

. One can verify that the particular gauge fixing conditions for this 

purpose are given by [6]: 

wi = u>2 - 0 (2.10) 

*2 = ° (2-") 

Bj - 1 = 0. (2.12) 

After showing the equivalence between the twistorial system (2.3) 

- (2.4) and the original point particle, let us show now, that surprisingly, 
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the system (2.3) - (2.4) enables one to gauge away all the usual space-

time variables zu and p^. For this purpose we will choose the gauge 

fixing conditions 

x « » = x°° - s6vaT = 0 (2.13) 

where: ra , i = i',(ff(,)
0,<i. It fixes the constraints (2.3) and gauges away 

all the space-time variables. 

The classical system is now described solely in terms of the con

straint^] 

H = i(uava - u"va) = 0 (2.14) 

One can denotes (ua,v°) by ZA and (&/",«<*) by 2A. In terms of 

this definition the pare twistorial constraints (2.14) can be written as 

ZA2A = gABZA2B =0 (2.15) 

where: 

In the pure twistorial space formulation the Poincare generators 

become 

"Paa = vava (2.17) 

In our case the relations between the Minkowski and the twistor spaces 

are given in terms of the constraints (2.3) and its gauge fixing con

ditions (2.13) . Although the relations (2.3) are part of Penrose's 

definition of the twistors, the relations (2.13) are deferent from those 

which was given by Penrose. We will treat this and other deferences 

and relations between the two approaches in sect. 4. 

§2.2 First Quantization 

Next, we will quantized the twistorial model (2.3) - (2.4) and show 

that it classifies the 4D theories. We will first do it in the u o space 
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representation. After quantization, the operators corresponding to the 

constraints (2.3) - (2.4) become 

*•* = - » . * + 5 ^ 5 5 1 (219> 

The appearance of the integer constant 2» in (2.20) is due to the 

quantum ambiguity in the ordering of w and v. 

The parameter s determines which quantum field theory is ob

tained from the operation of (2.19) - (2.20) [2, 3] and is actually the 

helicity of the field in the theory. 

The first quantized field equations become 

'^K^-^is-2^^^-0 <2-22) 
These equations represent the field equations of states with helicity a. 

The field equaticns for its anti-particle stats are the complex conjugate 

of them and are given by: 

<»-* + iJ?55ff>*<*'«"-0>"'0 <223> 

- ( ^ i -*°-£5+*>)*(*.<*<*) = 0 (2.24) 

where:* = **. 

Let us now analyze as an example the cases s=l,^,0 proving the 

equivalence of (2.21) - (2.22) and (2.23) - (2.24) to the usual Maxwell 

(linearized YM), massless Dirac and Klein-Gordon field equations. 

Throughout most of this paper we will follow ref. [1] and assume 

that all the fields are analytic with respect to the twistor variables u 

and v. (For a prove which is not assuming analyticity see ref. [2] and 

Appendix A.) 

In the case » = l the solutions of eqns. (2.22) and (2.24) yields, 

under this assumption, the following solutions: 

* = u>"J-\FaP(*) + ui>OaFafili(x) +...) (2.25) 
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and 
# = **<J(F^(z)+S,iu°FafrJx) + ...). (2.26) 

Substituting (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.21) and (2.23) respectively, 

one obtains 

( -»«« + ^•£TS)»>a^{lr
af>(*) + "'r*°Fvfra (*) + . . . )= 0 (2.27) 

and 

(,3 . + J? ^to<1<^(F..;(x) + u;V,rF.l5. (i)+...) = 0 (2.28) 

These equations lead to an infinite number of component field equations 

which imply: First, that the only independent fields in the expansions 

are Fap and F^x and second, that these fields fulfill the Maxwell equa

tions together with their associated Bianchi identity. The first of these 

equations is: 

for the field * and 

- S 4 * V - > = *(«*).<*) (2-30) 

for its complex conjugate i. 

Now, contraction of any two symmetrized ppinorial indices of any 

tensor, including Fi^^, gives zero. Therefore, performing a suitable 

contraction of indices in eqns. (2.29) and (2.30) leads to the Maxweel 

equations: 

aaitF
aP = ti. (2.31) 

daaF"? = 0- (2-32) 

The field Fap together with its complex conjugate F. ̂  are the self-

dual and anti-self-dual parts of the YM field strength. The equations 

(2.31) (2.32) are the Maxwell (linearized YM) field equations together 

with their associated Bianchi identity. 

In general one verifies that 

•=£M'MW , " F < 2 - 3 3 ' /""ST2 

o 
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are the solutions of eqns. (2.27) and (2.28) if and only if Fa/9 and F. A 

fulfill Maxwell equations (2.31) and (2.32) . Where: 

9 = uWoaa (2.35) 

F = uaJ}Fap (2.36) 

F = a«afF^ (2.37) 

In the case a = ^ the condition that the helicity operator (2.20) 

annihilate the field * yields 

* = "a{Xa(z) + ufQ°xayc,(x) + •••) (2.38) 

Now by substitution of this into eqn. (2.21) one verifies that 

OQ 

* = £ « n ( ^ a n X (2.39) 
0 

is the solution of this equation if and only if xa fulfill the massless Dirac 

equation. 

daaX" = 0 (2.40) 

where: 

9 r= wau,adai (2.41) 

X = waXct (2.42) 

In the same way one can verify that for the case » = 0 

•=£w" m d"Hx) (2"3) 

is the solution of (2.21)- (2.22) if and only if <t>(x) fulfill the massless 

Klein-Gordon equation 

atdrf = o. (2.44) 

Above we obtained new representations of the ordinary free mass
less field theories. Next we will look after some alternative reformula
tions of this form. 
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§2.3 Some Alternative Models 

As we will see in the next sect, the problem of including interac

tions within the twistorial formulation is highly non-trivial. Therefore, 

it might be helpful to have additional reformulations of the free theories 

in terms of twistors. Indeed, one of this new reformulations obeys cer

tain interacting extension which allows one to describe the usual gauge 

field equations in terms of the generalized space. 

The first of this models is described in terms of the following first 

class constraints 

""Paa + "a = 0 (2-45) 

wAPoa + "a = 0 (2.46) 

p 2 = 0 (2.47) 

The first two constraints imply 

H = i(wava - w°i>a) = 0. (2-48) 

After quantization this system is described in terms of the follow

ing field equations: 

3 % * = 0. 

These equations imply that 

(""iz-^isw*'"'*^0- (2-52) 
As we have shown in the previous model (2.21) - (2.22) the eigen

values of the operator ^(^tt-^-^a-^s) are the helicities of the partic

ular system under consideration. In the present case (2.49) and (2.50) 

imply (2.52). It forces the system (2.49) - (2.51) to describe only the 

spinless particle. 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 
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Let us show now that this system is equivalent to the usual mass-
less scalar particle (2.2) . One can verify that for any choice of 4>(x) 

00 

* = Z ) ( - ) " 7 ^ T a n * = «xp[-u/«u>«9ai]^(r) (2.53) 
0 K '' 

is the solution of eqns. (2.49) and (2.50) . where: 

d = waQ6'dai, (2.54) 

The restriction on the choice of #(x) is provided by the equation (2.51) 

. Indeed, substituting eqn. (2.53) into (2.51) one finds that eqn. 

(2.51) is solved if and only if <j> fulfills the massless KG equation 

dpdPtftx) = 0. (2.55) 

Next we will ask the question: Dose the model (2.49) - (2.51) can 

be generalized somehow to the cases of non-zero spins? The answer is 

yes. The modol for these cases is described in terms of the following 

fields equations. 

O * a - ^ « - 0 (2.57) 

(""a™ + a f jW*- <*. °) = ° (2-58) 

(S>d3"ap - daix-^-)<t = 0 (2.59) 

for massless particle with helicity s and 

^aa^-*"afj + 2 3 ) * = ° (26°) 

« - " 8 a 4 5 | t « = 0 (2.61) 

(Od9«A + ^ j ) * = 0 (2.62) 

(va^d? - a a o ^ t - ) * = 0 (2.63) 

for its anti-particle with helicity - j . 
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This last model certainly contained also the case * = o. By observ

ing eqns. (2.56) - (2.59) for this case, one can see that eqn. (2.58) is 

identical with (2.49) . Eqn. (2.57) is the projection of eqn. (2.50) 

by means of the operator ^^. Eqn. (2.59) which is the modification 

of (2.51) is obtained from the consistency condition of eqns. (2.57) 

and (2.58) . This consistency conditions is given by 

l^dai,JL,("adaa + g | j ) ]* = (Oo^9/i - 9 a i j ^ ) * = 0. (2.64) 

One should notice that eqn. (2.57) can be obtained by projecting 

eqn. (2.56) by means of a/". Therefore, the system (2.56)-(2.59) is not 

independent unless one excludes eqn. (2.57) i'rom it. In what follows 

we will prefer to work with the non-independent system (2.56)-(2.59). 

Let us show as an example the analyses of the case « = 5. Under 

the assumption of analyticity the solution of eqn. (2.56) is given by 

* = wa(Xa(x) + «TO"x a 7a(*) + • • •) (2.65) 

Substituting this solution into eqn. (2.58) one obtains: 
00 

* = J2(-)n TT,d"-X- = exp[-u,a<S<ia„(i]u,ax«(*) (2-66) 

where: 
9 = uaw°dai (2.67) 

X = c a X«- (2-68) 

Substituting eqn. (2.66) in eqn. (2.57) one finds that (2.66) is the 

solution of eqn. (2.57) if and only ;f xa fulfills the massless Dirac 

equation. 

Eqn. (2.59) is fulfilled automatically in this case. Hence, it is not 

necessary to contain it explicitly in the systems for the cases of spin 

different than zero. The case s = 0 is an exception and one can verify 

that without eqn. (2.59) the system (2.56) - (2.59) is not equivalent 

to the usual spinless equation. 

Up to now we obtained the field equations of the free massless 

theories by first quantization of certain reformulations of the massless 
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point particle in terms of twistors. Let us now, further reformulate the 

field equations (2.56) - (2.63) . This reformulation preserves all the 

structures appearing in the original system but has the advantage that 

it has certain consistence non-linear extension. 

The field of spin s is represented now by single symmetric spinor 

Qap y(x,iLi,w). In terms of it one can define 

9a =wP ...ufiiap y(x,w, O) (2.69) 

and 

* = wauP ...u1<tap^(x,u,u;). (2.70) 

Now, the system (2.56) - (2.63) can equivalently be written as 

<ua— - QB-fL _ 2s)$(x,w,w) = 0 
9w« dui° v 

0 . ^ 9 ^ * ° = 0 

(w°9«A + g!jf )*/»(*.".*) = 0. 

For the opposite helicity field one obtains 

" " ^ a a * " = 0 

(0**™ + ^ ) * , * = ° 

(2.71). 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74). 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 

In the free case the systems (2.56) - (2.58) and (2.71) - (2.73) are 

identical and have exactly the same solutions. Surprisingly, in the 

interacting level the systems (2.71) - (2.76) has a simple form while 

the extension of the system (2.56) - (2.63) is probably not possible. 

Motivated by the above model we will give now the most direct 

generalization of the field equations (2.49) - (2.51) to the cases of 

non zero spins. This model is described in terms of the following field 

equations: 

( ^ 3 o i + 5 ! i ) * i / J . . . 7 ( * . « . * ) = 0 (2.77) 

(ffi i8oA + 5 | s r )* W . . . 7 (ar ,« ,<5) = 0 (2.78) 
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'?•••! 

These equations imply that 

d .6, e 

zada«*%.. -» = °- <2-79) 

<u"aZ* ~ o a , 85j )*v-7(* .^° ) = ° f2-80)-

For the opposite helicity states one obtains 

("a9a« + glj)*i4..^(*'w.6i) = ° (2-81) 

(<Sd5ai + ^ j r )« j^^(* I u, ,u) ) = 0 (2.82) 

w ° S a a * i . . ^ = 0- (2-83) 

which implies that 

(u
aJL.-a's'J!-)&-- .(x,u,«) = 0 (2.84) 

The solutions of eqns. (2.77) - (2.78) are given by 

* = S H ' H J I 8 " ^ - ' = «Pt-"°S i3a6]^7...«(r) (2.85) 

where: 

3 = uauadaa (2.86) 

Substituting eqn. (2.85) in eqn. (2.79) one finds that (2.85) is the 
solution of eqn. (2.79) if and only if <j>a/3_7(*) fulfills the equation 

*WjL7 = °- <2-87) 

Now, according to eqn. (2.77) 

0*9«a*«/>...7 = -jJj«W...7 (2-88> 

It implies that eqn. (2.79) may equivalently be written as: 

- $2 . = 0. (2.89) 

We can do the same kind of modification also to the model (2.71) -

(2.73) . Then we obtain: 

(wa- w " - ^ - 2s)9[x,w,a) = 0 (2.90). 
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_ * ° = 0 (2.91) 

(""?>aa + £ T x ) * 0 ( * , « . « ) = 0- (2.92) 

For the opposite helicity field one obtains 

r l ? * < i = 0 (3-94) 

(O^aa + g^j)*, = 0 (2.95) 

The problem of generalizing the models (2.56) - (2.63) , (2.71) 

-(2.76), (2 77) - (2.83) and (2.90) - (2.95) to their massive cases is 

straightforward. Here we will give the massive generalization of the 

model (2.56) - (2.63) . The generalization of the models (2.71) -

(2.76), (2.77) - (2.83) and (2.90) - (2.95) to their massive cases will 

be treated together with their interacting generalization in the next 

section. 

In the two-component spinor form, the Dirac field is represented 

as a pair of spinors 4>a and xQ subject to 

Sai,Mz) = mx"(x), SaaxH*) =-™*a{x). (2.96) 

The generalization of the model (2.56) - (2.63) to a model which is 

equivalent to (2.96) is given in terms of the following equations: 

' — - u>"-^- - l )* (z ,w , i i ) = 0 
du" dQa ' ' 

K9aa + i)*(«,«,O) = 0 
au/a 

( w ° i - ^ + 1)r = 0 

w ° a - i r = -m* 
< ^ + i>r = 0-

(2.97). 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

(2.100). 

(2.101) 

(2.102) 
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3. Interacting Fields 

§3.1 The Principles Behind Interactions in the Generalized 
Space 

The notion of invariant exact set of interacting fields (IES) was 

suggested by Penrose [8]. The non-interacting version of this notion 

is coded in an elegant and compact way in our free models (2.21) -

(2.22) . Furthermore, identities which are implied by the fact that our 

systems are of this kind, will play an important role in the interacting 

generalization of our free models. Therefore, we will define now this 

notion and derive certain identities which will serve us afterwards. 

A theory is said to form an exact set if all the symmetrized deriva

tives of a certain set of fields, represented in their spinorial represen

tation, can be specified arbitrarily at any one point and if all unsym-

metrized derivatives can be expressed in terms of the symmeterized 

ones. An exact set will be called invariant if the expressions for the 

symmetrized derivatives in terms of the unsymmetrized derivatives are 

the same whichever point P is chosen and are locally Lorentz covariant. 

All the set of fields we are dealing with are invariai>t-exact-set. 

As a simple example one can consider the massless free spin ^n 

particle. Its field is represented by single symmetric spinor <l>af)...i which 

fulfills the field equation: 

d""^...-,- (3-D 
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We saw in sect. 2 that this equation is equivalent to the condition 

Saa*ap...f=S(aaKp...i)- (32) 

Now, because the operators da& commute among themselves the equa

tions 

are consistent with (3.2). The solutions of the component field equa

tions related to the field equations (2.21) - (2.22) and (2.23) - (2.24) 

are spatial cases of (3.3) . 
The identities which are coded in eqns. (2.58), (2.73) and (2.77) 

are given by: 

where now no restriction is provided on the field *a^..,7. The first step 
towards the generalization of the models (2.71)-(2.76) and (2.77)-(2.83) 
to their interacting cases is to generalized the identities (3.4) to a case 
in which the usual derivatives are replaced by the covariant ones. For 
this perpuse let us define the covariant derivative 

Ooo = 3„A + »/laa (3.5) 

where the gauge field Aa„ is in the adjoint representation of some com
pact semisimple Lie group. 

First, one can verify that 

D(a^K..« = *£rf*r...t - \«afi^*y...l <3"6) 

where: ^ . . . j is any spinor field including the scalar case and Fap and 
F- x are the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the YM field strength 
and are defined by: 

'i*afiFifi + *ifiFap) = P«i . Dfij). (3.7) 

In the next order one obtains 

(3.8) 
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Before finding the general expressions for any order, let us use 

the twistor variables ua and s>a to express (3.6) and (3.8) in a more 

compact way. For doing that let us define 

D = w"ai'Daa, (3.9) 

Da = w^Daa, (3.10) 

Da = waDaa, (3.11) 

F = waijFc,p (3.12) 

and 

F = Gi6,sfiF^. (3.13) 

In terms of these definitions, eqns. (3.6) and (3.8) can equivalently 

be written as 

and 

1^^07-f = D"D\-,...S + » » [ W / J T . . . « + \DF*fr...s\ (3-15) 

Now, going to the next order one finds that: 

~ 0 * * / > T . . . < = D o ^ 7 . . . { + i W < » [ | p D 2 ^ 7 . . . { + ( D / l ) D ^ 7 . . . 4 + i z ) 2 ^ 7 . . . j ] . 

(3.16) 

For the n's order one finds 

\^&l*l>1...t = DaD
n-Hfr...$ + i»c, Yl aijlDiF)Di4fr...i. (3.17) 

The problem which we are facing with now is to find the general ex

pression for the constants ay. First, one verifies that 

«oi = |(7 + i) (318) 

and 

a < 0 = r L . . (3.19) 
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Secoi.d, one verifies the following recursion relation for«, j > o 

»y = (o,-y + "0- i ) jT7x | - ( 3 2°) 

Finally, one verifies by induction that 

„.. = <i±i±I>! (321) 
°" (. + 2)y> ( 3 2 1 ) 

fulfills both (3.18) - (3.19) and (3.20). 

Let us consider now the identities which are coded in equations 

(2.57), (2.72) and (2.79). It is given by 

The lowest order of these equations is the usual spinless field equation. 

All the higher order equations are simply a consequence of this lowest 

order equation. An interacting generalization of (3.22) is provided first 

by restricting the choice of the field <t>ap...i by the field equations 

Dai4>\,.f=0 (3.23) 

then one verifies that the identities 

Daiy^...t-i J2 lrw+w "*"**<" « = 0 (3-24> 
r+.+l=n 

are implied by (3.23) . 

Another identity which corresponds to the interacting generaliza

tion of eqn. (2.91) is given by: 

(3.25) 

Let us derive now some additional useful identities. Any symmet

ric spinor field <>ap...-, of spin $ which fulfills the field equation 

Da61>al...i=0 (3.26) 

obeys the following identity 

I 9 Dn* = DaB
n-l* + i<->a T" •i,D

,W>»* (3.27) 
i+i+ten 
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where: 

* = uauP...ur>i>ap_1 (3.28) 

In the jame way as before one can verify that in general 

01
 2(J + 2J + 2)

 V ' 

Ho = , 2 5 + 1 , (3.30) 
j + 2» + 2 l 

and for i,j > o 

«« = (° .- l i + «ij- l ) . + J + 2 j + 1- (3-31) 

The lowest order of these equations implies: 

Now, performing a suitable contraction of indices in eqn. (3.32) leads 

to the field equation (3.26) . All the higher order field equations are 

consequences of this equation and, therefore, consistent with it. 

In general the recursion relations (3.31) might be solved. One can 

see by induction that for « = $ 

„ . . - (t + j + l)!(2i + j + 4) . . 

and for « = one obtains 

, . . - ( ' + J-H)!(3' + J + 6) , 3 a.. 

* " _ (i + ; + 4)(,- + 2)!j! ( 3-34J 

and so 

»r*n = «» + *« •-• , ^V,"1"3^, (3.35) 

(y) y T J» (,• + 2)!(i + 2)! * ' 

Let us examine it in the YM case. Following eqn. (3.27) one 

obtains 
n + 29w0 ^ (« + j + 4)(t + 2)!j! 

l+j'+2=n 
(3.36) 

Exactly in the same way one verifies that for the anti-self-dual part 

J L n n r _ n . n » - l P ^ . - . r . . V^ (< + * + *)«(« +J + «)rn<, 

l+;+2=n 
(3.37) 
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The generalization of eqns. (3.36) and (3.37) to the case of YM 
coupled to certain conserved current Jail is given by 

_ i —DnF + wa-^-Dn~lJ =DaD
n-lF 

n+2 dua n + 2 
y (,- + j + i) .(3, + i + 6) • • 

(3.38) 

and 

_J £_£)"f + u) i _L-D n - 1 J r =DaD
n~lF 

n + 2 dO&
 an + 2 

i+j+2=n 

(3.39) 

where: 

J = uawilJ
ai' (3.40) 

The lowest order of these equations implies: 

and 

D(°FPi) = DaFfr _ lc6,0ji) (3 42) 

Now, performing a suitable contraction of indices in eqns. (3.41) and 

(3.42) leads to the YM field equations. 
DaaF^ = J° (3.43) 

and 

Dai,F^ = j{. (3.44) 

Let us now multiply (3.38) and (3.39) by wa and a„ respectively. 

Then subtracting (3.39) from (3.38) and using eqn. (3.35) one obtains 

-i-fuid ^-DnF-u,a-JLDnF] = a,iDaD"-1F 
n + 2 Sua ou>a 

(3.45) 
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Hence, we prove that eqns. (3.38) and (3.39) imply (3.45) . Further
more, careful analysis shows that (3.45) implies the Bianchi identity 

DaAlf-Dfi$F?=0 (3.46) 

Let us give now the generalization of eqn. (3.24) to the case of 

YM-Dirac system. 

In the two-component spinor form, the Dirac field is represented 

as a pair of spinors fa and x" subject to 

Da°fa = ">xd, Dai,X° = -mfa. (3.47) 

The Dirac charge current vector is define by 

J2 = V-atf" + Xax" (3.48) 

Then the YM equations become 

D^F0a = fa^ + XaXi (3-49) 

The system (3.47) - (3.50) implies 

D"Dnfa-i ] T ^±J±^.^DrF,D'^) = mDn
X (3.51) 

r+j+l=n 

(r + > + !)'; 

r+s+l=n 
DiD"x"-»- £ (r + l)Ml'yfy(P'ld = ^mff>* ( 3 5 2 ) 

r+j+l=» 

D°D»Fal)-i £ 1^0[DTF'D'Fa] 

r+«+l=n 

= Y, {T + a+1)l(OrWt + D'-xaD>x) 
*-^ rial 

n=r+»+l 
(3.53) 

and 
(r+«+l)! 

r+j+l=n 
(r + a + 1)! 

n=r+»+l 
= T, (f \M ^ V V P * * * + PrxPJx°)-

(3.54) 
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Where: 

0 = uaipa (3.55) 

X = "aXa (3.56) 

Next we will extend the systems (2.71) -(2.76), (2.77)-(2.83) and 

(2.90)-(2.95) to their interacting level. We will see that the identity 

(3.45) is equivalent to one of the integrability conditions of the inter

acting level of eqns. (2.77>(2.88) and the equations (3.17) and (3.51) -

(3.54) are equivalent to the interacting extension of eqns. (2.71)-(2.76) 

and (2.77)-(2.83). 

§3.2 New Representat ions of Gauge Theories 

Let us start our treatment by introducing the interacting general

ization of the models (2.71)-(2.76) and (2.90)-(2.95) to the Dirac-YM 

system. In the generalized space the Dirac field is represented as a 

pair of spinors 9a(x,w,o) and r"(a:,w,ui) in addition we have the fields 

Ta/9(r,a/,ui), Tax{x,u,u) correspond to the self-dual and anti-self-dual 

part of the YM field strength in this space. 

Let u.3 introduce now the gauge field Baa[x,u,a) which is in the 

adjoint representation of some compact semisimple Lie group. It has 

the homogeneity zero with respect to the Euler operator 

(3.57) 

which means that: 

Baa = Aaa(x) + ̂ JA^.(x) + ... = Aaa + A<» + itg? + ... . (3.58) 

In addition, let us define 

3a = &"Ba6, (3.S9) 

A^^OPA^), k = 1,2,3, 
aa 
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A6=u,"Aa6r, A^> = u>aA^), t = 1,2,3,... , (3.62) 

Pooi = 8oa + «»ad- (3-63) 

Now, in terms of these definitions we will generalize the systems 
(2.71)-(2.76) and (2.90)-(2.95) to the case of the Dirac-YM field equa
tions. We will do it by the following two steps: First we write down 
the auxiliary system 

where: 

r&-+±-(i :>(?)-
" £ - • * £ • « ;>(?)-

^-+s&>(!{)-0 

c-+&>(3)-
* = uata 

Tsu^r* 

T = uawPrafi 

<*P 

Ta = <J-Tap 

f i = ^ T ^ 

(3.64), 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

The system (3.64) -(3.67) is invariant under gauge transformations 
whose infinitesimal form is given by: 

SBa = (0A2>«« + g^rM<*. »,0) (3-74) 

The gauge parameter r has homogeneity zero with respect to the Euler 
operator (3.57). Let us choose a partial gauge fixing conditions by 
restricting the gauge fields Ba and 8& to have the form 

Ba = a^Aaalx) + uaB[x,u,Q), (3.75) 

Ba = w"Aai,ix) + uAB{x, w, u) (3.76) 
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where: 

B = SPaJArf + QawPoiuPA^ + ... (3.77) 

B = uaw^Aa0 + u"<Jw<sf<Aap^ + ... (3.78) 

In this case the system (3.64) -(3.67) is still invariant under the 
residual gauge transformations 

SBa = w"P 0 iA(c ) (3.79) 

Now, eqn. (3.66) implies the following integrability condition 

a 
dwf> 

(<*"9aA + 5 5 5 ) ^ - ^"dap + -2y)*4 + i[S4, Bjl = 0 (3.80) 

and eqn. (3.67) implies the condition 

( S ^ a a + ^)B0 - ia%a + £ j ) » a + i\Ba,Bf,\ = 0. (3.81) 

Next, one verifies that, for any choice of Aaa(x) 

oo 

Ba = afiAc* +wa J2(-)n+1j^pDnF (3.82) 
n=0 

and 
00 

n=0 '' 

are the solutions of eqns. (3.80) and (3.81) under the restriction (3.75) 

- (3.76) where 

F = waw/3F
aP(x), (3.84) 

F = SicPpFB^x) (3.85) 

and 
D = uau>6,Da6l. (3.86) 

Daa = daa + AaA . (3.87) 

fa|9 and F&x are the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the YM field 

strength and are defined by: 

• ' ( ^ a / j + li,fiFa$) = lD«i' % ! • (3-88) 
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The solutions of eqns. (3.64) - (3.65) yield under the assumption 
of anlyticity of the fields with respect to the twistor variables 

T = waufi(Fa0(x) + uPsPFe^x) + ...) (3.89) 

f = 0*o*(fy(*) + aWF^Jx) + ...) (3.90) 

* = w " W * ) + ^ ^ ^ ( i ) + ...) (3.91) 

r = w»(xA (*) + Op>ay»fi"(*) + ...)• (3.92) 

One can substitute the solutions (3.89) - (3.92) and (3.82) - (3.83) 

into (3.66) - (3.67) . Then, using the identities (3.17) one obtains 

00 

0 

00 

0 V ' 
oo 

0 (») ! 

OO 

o ( n ) 

Second: In terms of the auxiliary system (3.64)-(3.67) we will give 

now two representations of the Dirac-YM field equations. The first one 

is given in terms of the following field equations: 

Va*a = mV, Va^" = -m» (3.97) 

Where 

and 

vPrfi = (** + IT) 

ViTP = (** + IT). 

Va = Qada6l + .0a, 

Va = wadai, + iBa. 
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When working in the gauge (3.75) - (3.76) the definition of the fields 
B„ and Ba becomes: 

*° = a,p-£rBa< (3-102) 
p 

B<» = < " / ? - — & a - (3 .103) 

In this gauge the system (3.64) -(3.67) and (3.97)-(3.99) is still 

invariant under the residual gauge transformations 

SBa = <S<i2>aiiA(x) (3.104) 

SBa = S°VaaA{x). (3.10S) 

For obtaining the fields in any other gauge one should make a suitable 

gauge transformation. Therefore, proving the equivalence between the 

system (3.64)-(3.67), (3.77)-(3.99) and the usual Dirac-YM equations 

in certain gauge condition, provides a proof in any gauge. 

Substitution of eqns (3.82) - (3.83) into (3.102) and (3.103) leads 

to 
OO 

Be = Q*Aa& + u,a y V ) » + l _ L _ D » f (3.106) 
*—i. ("+1) ! 

n=0 
and 

OO 

B i = » % i + i i ^ ( - ) " + 1 r ^ ; ^ (3.107) 
n=0 

Now, substituting (3.106) - (3.107) and (3.93)-(3.96) into eqns. (3.97) 

- (3.99) and comparing terms of the same order with respect to w and 

u we obtain: 

D"D"iPa-i J^ (\ + 'Vf^Drp'D'^ = mD"x' (3108) 
r+rH=„ (T + 1>-3-

DaD
n
x*-i Y\ (T, + '^(D*F)(D'x) = -mC"V, (3.109) 

r + j + l = n 

D°D»Fa-i Y, (\r+W[DTp'D,f] 

r+»+l=n 

n=r-t-«-l-1 

r+»+l=n 

n=r+j+ l 
(3.110) 
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and 

r+a+l=n 

n=r+j+l 
(3.111) 

where: 

Fa = u0Fap (3.112) 

h = o*PAp < 3 1 1 3 ) 

The lowest order of these equations is nothing but the usual Dirac-

YM field equations together with their Bianchi identity. This identity 

implies that: 

Fa/3 = FaB (3.114) 

fy = V (3»5) 
Substituting it back into (3.110) - (3.111) one finds that the system 

(3.108)-(3.111) is identical with eqns. (3.51) - (3.54) . This completes 

the prove that the system (3.64)-(3.67) together with (3.97)-(3.99) is 

equivalent to the Dirac-YM system (3.47)- (3.50) . 

Let us give now another representation of Dirac-YM equations in 

the generalized space. In this representation eqns. (3.97)-(3.99) are 

replaced by the following field equations: 

( i - * ' c a ) * " = - m r ' ( 5 5 5 - < 0 * ) r * - m * - ( 3 U 6 ) 

{•J— - iCa)ta = - ( * * + f r) (3.117) 

( -^- - i c y r * = - ( * * + IT). (3.118) 

auia 

When working in the gauge (3.75)-(3.76) the relations between Ba and 

C„ are given by: 
Ca = ug-^-Ba, (3.119) 

a « 0 9<"0 

9 
-fito**- <312°> 
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Now, using the identity (3.25) one finds that the system (3.64)-(3.67), 
(3.11c '3.117) implies the following equations 

DnDail>a = mD"x (3.121) 

DnDax" = -mDnil> (3.122) 

(r + 5 + l ) ! , n r , , 
r!s! 

DnDaFa= ^ (T + \\lh(DT^D'^ + DrxD,x) (3.123) 
n=r+»+l 

and 

P-ji.¥
t--= V" t±l±DllDr^Dsi> + DrxD'x)- (3.124) 

*—' r!»! n=r+j+l 

1 iie lowest order of these equations are the Dirac-YM equations, all 

the higher order equations are consequence of them and, therefore, 

consistent with them. This completes the proof that the system defined 

by eqns. (3.64>(3.67) and (3.116)-(3.118) is equivalent to the ordinary 

Dirac-YM system (3.64)-(3.67). 

Finally, by combining eqns. (3.97)-(3.99) and (3.116)-(3.118) one 

obtains 

*•&-£* G SM?) 
^ • * + a|r)(?;)=0 ( 3 1 2 7 > 
(a^o,a + ~)(lPi)=0 (3.128) 

(Oi,S
ai-^~ + iG")9a = 2mr, (uadaa - •£- + « ? a ) r 6 = - 2 m * (3.129) 

aula outa 

(Qad
ai'-JL + iGa)ra = 2(*$+rr) (3.130) 

OtjJct 

(«08«« " T ^ - + «'Gi)T" = 2(¥* + m (3.131) 

Ouia 

When working in the gauge (3.77)-(3.78) the relations between Ba 

and Ga are given by: 

G« = < ^ i + ̂ ^0- <3132> 
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The interacting generalization of the model (2.77)-(2.83) to the 

Dirac-YM system is obtained by replacing the auxiliary system (3.64)-

(3.67) by the following system 

(«B*>«* + 5 £ 5 ) | T . i l = » < " » ) 

(<5"X>a« + a ^ ) | T _ J = » (3135) 

The integrability conditions of eqns. (3.134) - (3.135) are given 

by: 

K ^ a + g j j j ty - K3 a / j + -j)8i, + «&,, B$ = 0 (3.136) 

(*6da* + ^)B0- (*%* + g^) B « + •!»«. Bp] = 0 (3.137) 

(0*»«4 + 5 5 ^ " («*»„, + ^ ) » ° + 'iBa. Sp] = 0- (3-138) 

Noticing, that eqns. (3.134) - (3.135) imply: 

*-r 

= 0 (3.139), 

one realize that the main difference between eqns. (3.134)-(3.135) and 

(3.63)-(3.67) is due to the new integrability condition (3.138) imply by 

them. In the following we will show that this condition doesn't contain 

any new information with respect to that appearing in (3.136) - (3.137) 

. Therefore, following the same steps as in the models (3.63)-(3.67), 

(3.97)-(3.99) and (3.116)-(3.118), one can see that the system (3.134)-

(3.135) together with eqns. (3.97)-(3.99) or alternatively together with 

eqns. (3.116)-(3.118) is equivalent to the Dirac-YM field equations. 
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Let us show now that the constraint (3.138) is equivalent to eqn. 
(3.45). Substituting eqns. (3.82) and (3.83) into (3.138) one obtains 

+** B - r + 1 T^hiiD"DnF - **• E<->n+1 j^yD*Dnp 

0 0 

n=0m=0 
oo oo 

(3.140) 

where 

Da = Si°Daa (3.141) 

Da = waDaa. (3.142) 

Now, comparing terms of the same order with respect to u», u>, one 

observes: First, the lowest order in the above expansion leads to the 

relation between the field strength and the potential. 

Second, the higher order terms lead to the following equations: 

+***"« E jrmn^[DipiDiF]-
i+j+2=n 

(3.143) 

Multiplying it by (n + 1)! = (« + j + 3)! one obtains eqn. (3.45) which 

is implied bv the YM-Dirac equations and therefore is consistent with 

them. 

Above, we gave new representations of the ordinary gauge field 

theories. These representations are a certain synthesis between the 

zero curvature representation together with its auxiliary linear problem 

appearing in two dimensional integrable models [14] and field equations 

reformulated in terms of the generalized space. The hope is that these 

new representations will help us to find a new way to solve the classical 

fie'd equations and to formulate new ways to quantize these theories. 
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Finally, one can observe that equs. (3.64>(3.67), (3.97)-(3.99), 

(3.116-M3.118), (3.125)-(3.131), (3.134)-(3.125) and (3.138) are just 

a compact way to code the information appeared in (3.17) , (3.25), 

(3.51)-(3.54) and (3.45) . Hence, it becomes quite clear that other 

twistor representations of the gauge theories should be nothing but & 

compact way to code the relations (3.27) , or some alternative re

lations of the same kind. Therefore, these structures should be the 

guiding force in the research after new reformulations of interacting 

field theories in terms of twistors. Furthermore, if the interacting gen

eralization of the models (2.21) - (2.22) and (2.56) - (2.59) exist, they 

should fulfill such kind of conditions. 
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4. The Relation to Penrose's Approach 

In Penrose's approach the definition of the twistors is given by: 

Paa = v<*Vi (4-1) 

u" = v6lx
6"x (4.2) 

Q° = x"<*va (4.3) 

where: (sA) w
a) are the self-dual-twistor and (va, w") are the antiself-

dual-twistor. 

According to eqn. (2.3) the identification otpaa in terms of vava 

is equivalent to our twistor construction. The difference between the 

original Penrose definition of the twistors (4.1)-(4.3) and ours one is 

a result of the identification of x"" as vav&T eqn. (2.13) , which is 

the only gauge condition in terms of which one can gauge away the 

space-time variables without altering the original Poisson brackets of 

the twistor variables. 

At this stage it is worth mentioning that in refs.[15] a different 

formulation of the particle and superparticle in terms of twistorr was 

suggested. In terms of this formulation the ordinary Penrose's defi

nitions of the twistors (4.1) - (4.3) , were achieved as a dynamical 

consequence. Unfortunately, unlike in our formulations, the model ap

peared there did not lead to any new results with respect to those 

appearing in the ordinary approach. 

In the ordinary approach holomorfic function ff_2,_2(«,w) which is 

homogeneous of degree -2a - 2 with respect to the Eulex operator 

^ + , * 4 ? (4-4) 
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is related to the solutions of the ordinary fields equations in Minkowski 
space by means of the following contour integrals: 

• i j j . ^ W = <f> PxiiaVp ...S^ff_2,_2(w,0)dSorVi (4.5) 

where 

pxQ(w,v) = g(pxu,v) = a{xa6,vi,vil). (4.6) 

In the case of positive helicity the correspondence is through the con

tour integral: 

*«/>...,(-) = f"^-£fi--^S-^-^^d^o (4.7) 

The way to recover Penrose's results through the first quantiza

tion of the system (2.3) - (2.4) is to quantize it in the holomorphic 

representation. It means in terms of v„ and u a rather than in terms of 

uja and OIQ. 

In this space the equations of motion become: 

and 

-i(Sail + i A — ) 4 ( u , v, x) = 0 (4.8) 
OUJa 

(<"a-£S + vi^r + 2,+ 2)Hulv,X) = 0 (4.9) 

were » is the helicity of the system. 

The solution of these equations is given by: 

i(u,v,x) = *_2,_2[(o;tt - x"^),^] (4.10) 

where *_2,_2 have homogeneity of degree -2s-2 with respect to the 

Euler operator (4.4) . 

The correspondence between the solution (4.10) and the solution 

of the free massless field equations is now given through the contour 

integral 

•tf...+(«> = / *>*s* / $ • / *£**H •••«*• -*-» «•"> 
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For the case of positive helicity the correspondence is given through 
the contour integrals: 

.+_,„. f*«f±f %&£...&•_»_, (,.„, 
As one can see the somewhat formal operator px appearing in (4.5) 

and (4.7) is replaced here by contour integrals with respect to u>a. 

When working in the framework of ordinary twistor theory, the 

correspondence between the function £729+2 an<J the solution of the usual 

free massless field equations in Minkowski space, which is given in terms 

of the contour integrals (4.5) -(4.7), is not unique. The origin to this 

ambiguity is due to the fact that two function S?2>-2 of homogeneity 

-2a -2 which differ by certain function which is holomorphic inside the 

contour will give the same results in Minkowski space. This in turns 

leads to a sheaf cohomology structure ( For details one can see ref.[8].). 

The same kind of structure is appearing also in our contour integrals 

treatment (4.11) - (4.12) . 
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5. The Pure Twistor Space Formulation 

In general it might be interesting to construct quantum field the

ories which are invariant under the group of diffeomorphisms of given 

manifold [16]. It will lead to an algebraic approach in which the rirst 

step is the construction of unitary representation of Diff(M) (where M 

is a priori an arbitrary manifold). This generally allows the construc

tion of operators transforming covariantly under the action of Diff(Af), 

and thereafter the direct computation of arbitrary correlation functions. 

The above mentioned idea might become more interesting if one 

would be able to relate it somehow to the ordinary field theories. In ref. 

[10] it was indicated that such kind of relations does exist. There we 

have shown that the usual free field theories reformulated in terms of 

the pure twistor space are invariant under £>t//(C4). Therefore, follow

ing ideas which were proven to be so powerful in the theories invariant 

under Di]j{S'1) i.e. two dimensional conformal field theories [17], one 

may find a new way to reformulate the usual field theories. The fol

lowing section will be devoted to introduce this proposal in somewhat 

more details. 

We have shown in sect. (2.1) that the system (2.3) - (2.4) allows 

us to gauge away all the space-time variables (xp), keeping only the 

twistorial ones. The classical system is now described solely in terms 

of the constraint (2.14) . It is clear that the fixed and the unfixed 

systems should have the same physical content. In sect. 2 (see also 

Appendix A) we saw that the first quantization of the unfixed system 

leads to field equations equivalent to the field equations of the ordinary 
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free field theories. Therefore, it might be interesting to understand 

the first and the second quantized levels of the pure twistorial system. 

Despite the fact that the physical content of the ordinary systems and 

the pure twistorial ones is identical, the interpretation of the physics 

in these two representations might be very different. 

The first quantized equation of motion in the pure twistor space 

can be obtains in the following two ways: First, one can quantized the 

system (2.14) in the u, Q space representation. As a result we obtain 

the following equation 

(w°i-^al?-2a)*K,i) = 0 (51) 

for states with helicity a and 

(w°— -uPJL- + 2s)$(u,a) = 0 (5.2) 

for its anti-particle states with helicity -a 

Second, one can obtain eqn. (5.1) by starting from the general

ized equations (2.21) - (2.22) and use eqn. (2.21) of them to solve 

the dependence of the field * on the space-time variables i> (see also 

Appendix A.). It can be done most easily using the Fourier transform 

of eqn. (2.21) which is given by: 

(Paa-VaVa)i(PppVa,v0 = O (5.3) 

These equations allow us simply to replace all the paa by («»«%). Finally 

we inverse transform back to w space. The system is now described 

solely in terms of the equations (5.1) 

The eqns. (5.1) and (5.2) can be derive from the following action 

[1- 2] 
S= I < W 0 4 ( W , 8 ) ( < J ° - u>° r - 2» ) * (« ,w ) . (5.4) 

/ ftj° du/a 

All what we have done up-to now is nothing but straightforward 

mathematical manipulations, nevertheless, new and surprising elements 

appeared. The first one is that, at least for the free cases, all the ordi

nary field theories can be reformulated in terms of the pure twistorial 
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space. The second new element, which is actually a consequence of the 

first one is due to the fact that eqns. (5.1) - (5.2) and the action (5.4) 

are invariant under the diffeomorphisms transformation 

w — • /(a/,a>) (5 .5) 

or infinitesimally 

w°—,o;«+«0'(J',fi>) (5.6) 

where: / and the infinitesimal function ca have homogeneity one with 

respect to the Euler operator (3.57) . 

Let us denote the variables u0 and &„ by w* where: a = 1,2,3,4. 

In terms of it the infinitesimal functions c can be represented as the 

following infinite Laurent series 

oo 

'a(Wt)= £ «lmnWa(Wi)'(W2rm)n(W4)<--'-m+n) (5-7) 
l,m,n=-oo 

The generators of this symmetry can now be represented by: 

La(m) = -(W1)
m^W2)

mHW3)
m'{W4r(m^+m'-m^Wa^ (5.8) 

which fulfill the algebra 

[L*(m),L"(n)] = mvh>i{m + n) - n ^ f m + n). (5.9) 

Where: n,v = 1,2,3,4 and m4 = -(mi + mi - m$). The generators (5.8) 

commute with the helicity operator (3.57). Therefore, the transforma

tions generated by them leave the field equation (5.1) -(5.2) invariant. 

Following ref.[19] one can show that the algebra (5.9) admits an ex

tension obeying the Jacoby Identity 

[f(m),L"(n)] = m"/,^™ + n) - n»Lnu(m + n) + m^n"^" - n")Sa(m + n) 

(5.10) 

[LI'(m),Sv{n)] = -n"S„(m + n) - «£mT.S7(m+ n) (5.11) 

[S^im^S" (n)] = 0 (5.12) 
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Now, one can verify that the action (5.4) is invariant under the 
transformation (5.5) if the fields • and 4 have weight % under this 
transformation i.e. 

* —• *' = J*4. (5.13) 

Where J is the Jacobian of this transformation. 

If one considers just the holomorphic part of the transformation 

(5.5) 

u —* A(u) (5.14) 

or infinitesimally 

u« — w« + V°(J>) (5.15) 

then one can represent the q's as the following infinite Laurent series 

00 

r,H<*) = £ i!,W+V2r' (516) 
l = - 0 0 

00 

12H= J2 l/W+Vl)""'- (517) 
(= -00 

The generators become now: 

i ' r - l - i ^ ' W ' g J j (5.18) 

4 = -W+Vir 'gj j r (5.i9) 

Their algebra is give by: 

[L\,Lf] = (l-m)L\''m (5.20) 

[4, iJ ' ] = ((-m)t|+m (5.21) 

[L[, Lf] = ml%-' - lL[-m (5.22) 

which contains two coupled Virasoro algebras. The generators of the 

antiholomorphic transformations fulfill the same algebra. It implies 

that the algebra (5.7) contained the two dimensional conformal algebra 

as a subalgebra. 
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The holomorphic algebra (5.20) - (5.22) obey central charge ex
tension. It is given by 

\L'vl?\ = ( I - m)L'+m + cl(fi - l)S,+m0 (5.23) 

(4.L?) = (' - ™)4+m + c '('2 - ^J+mO (5-24) 

[ t '„£?] = m£™-' - lL[-m - cl(fi - l)S,_m0 (5.25) 

The transformation (5.5) might also be represented in terms of 

holomorphic coordinates, by following sect. 4 and using the holomor

phic representation to quantize the system (2.14) . In this representa

tion the field equation becomes (4.9) : 

(«"g^ + «agfr + 24 + 2)*(U , .S) = 0- <5-26) 

Now, one can denote the variables «„ and ua by Z" where a=l,2,3,4. 

In terms of this notation eqn. (5.26) can be written as: 

[^°a | r - (2*+2) ]* (^ ) = 0 (5.27) 

As it is well known in the ordinary twistor formulation eqn. (5.27) 
is invariant under the conformal symmetry (effectively SU(2,2)) which 
is generated by 

ff»* = Z ° - | - (5.28) 

Furthermore, the above SU(2,2) algebra is just subalgebra of an 

infinite dimensional algebra which leaves equation (5.27) invariant. 

Following the same steps as in the previous case one verifies that the 

transformations 

Z" —. Ja{Zb) (5.29) 

or infinitesimaUy 

Z* —• 2"+e0(Z*) (5.30) 

leave equation (5.27) invariant. In this case, / and ca are analytic 

functions of homogeneity one with respect to the Euler operator 

Z " - ! - . (5-31) 
dZ" 
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The generators of this symmetry are given by: 

La(m) = -(Z1)
m^Z2)

m'(Z3)
mHZ4)-(-

m^""+m>)ztt^. (5.32) 

which fulfill the algebra (5.9). In this case p,v = 1,2,3,4 ano m4 -

-(mi + " s + msl-

Up to this point we havestudied the symmetries of the pure twistor 

formulation and have found the infinite dimensions! algebras which are 

related to them. These algebras may play the role of algebraic basis 

for field theories reformulated in terms of pure twistor space, similar to 

the Virasoro algebra in CFT2[10]. In different context the same kind 

of ideas were suggested in ref. [18]. There, another class of infinite-

dimensional algebras was proposed. These algebras are obtained by an 

analytical continuation of the arbitrary finite-dimensional semisimple 

Lie algebra. The opinion of the authors in ref. [18] was that these 

algebras may play the role of algebraic basis for exactly solvable D-

dimensional quantum models, similar to the Virasoro algebra in two 

dimensions. 

The hope that in terms of twistores, like in string theory, the 

quantum field theories might be reformulated in terms of free fields, 

while the interactions will become a consequences of certain non-trivial 

topological structures on the twistor manifold, is motivated, firstly, by 

the fact that in terms of the usual twistor approach classical gauge field 

and superfield theories might be coded in terms of certain holomorphic 

vector bundles that is trivial when restricted to any light-like line [20-

23]. These kind of structures, unlike the original field equations, are 

undetectable locally and interactions are coded as a global topological 

structures. As was noted first by Witten [21] this is reminiscent of string 

theory. In a string diagram, the interactions are undetectable locally. 

Roughly spiking, classically the interactions are a results of certain 

deformations of the twistor manifold. Therefore one might speculate 

that in the quantum theoretical level interactions might be a results 

of quantum deformation which can hopefully be described in terms of 

vertex operators, handles etc. We also believe that our generalized 
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space formulation will lead after all to other clear-cut instance of a 

phenomenon o{ this kind. 

Second, in ref. [24] the authors proposed a radical modification 

of the standard notion of two-dimensional conformal field theory to 

a four-dimensional conformal field theory, while retaining the unify

ing complex-analytic ideas. They suggested to replace the Riemann 

surfaces of CFT2 by twistor spaces and the holomorphic functions of 

two-dimensional theory by first holomorphic sheaf cohomology-i.e. by 

holomorphic one-functions. 

In CFT2 the complex structure is just one part of the puzzle which 

enables us to reconstruct the theory from its algebra. The second 

crucial point is that the Virasoro algebra is infinite dimensional. Unlike 

the CFT2 case the algebra proposed in ref. [24] was the finite SU(2,2) 

algebra. Therefore, one of the cornerstones of the CFT2 is still missing 

in this proposed CFT4. The algebra (5.9) (where m* = -(nn +m2+m3)) 

might be this missing part that if will be added to all the argumentation 

appearing in ref. [24], will make the analogy between CFT2 and CFT4 

more complete. Furthermore, it practically gives the tools in terms of 

which one might start the construction of these theories. 
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6. Superparticle 

§6.1 The Canonical Structure of the BS Superparticle 

The D=4 BS superparticle is described by the following action [5]: 

S = i / V l [ x " - «(0V'10,- - «,-<r"ji)]2<iT (6.1) 

where i = i,..,N and * are N Majorana spinors. In order to quantize 

the system, one has to pass to the Hamiltonian formulation. 

In the Hamiltonian formulation, the D=4 BS superparticle is com

pletely characterized by the variables (x',,fla,9d,)) their canonical conju

gated momenta (pji,pa,p<y) and the constraints: 

p2 = o (6.2) 

<*« S Pai + >Paa66i = 0 (6.3) 

4 s p 4 + iff°*'p«A = 0. (6.4) 

The classical Hamiltonian is a linear combination of these constraints 

times their respective Lagrange multipliers: 

The classical action in the hamiltonian form is then: 

SSS4 = f ir [p^Brxl* + PaidrS"' + p^idrBf - HBS4] (6.6) 
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The Poisson Brackets of the constraints da and <4 are: 

This is a singular 2x2 matrix of rank 1 which means that half r ' the 

constraints are first class and half second class. Consequently, of the 4 

Lagrange multipliers A" and X" in (6.5) , half are determined by the 

consistency of the equations of motion 

The problem in quantizing covariantly this system was that it is 

impossible, without using certain auxiliary variables to separate covari

antly and irreducibly the second and first class constraints contained 

in (6.3) - (6.4) . The solution to this problem for the ten dimen

sional superparticle and the Green-Schwarz (GS) superstring [25] was 

first given in [26] using the harmonic superspace. In [6] we solved this 

problem for the four and ten dimensional superparticle using the super-

twistor space. In the next subsection we will use this twistorial model 

to generalize the results of sect. 2. 

§6.2 The Twistorial Superparticle 

Let us now extend the D=4, twistorial particle to the superparti

cle [6]. The D=4 BS twistorial superparticle contains the variables 

(xi,,eia,Sf), with their canonically conjugated momenta (fti,Katp£), 

(which describe the usual super phase space). In addition to the ini

tial variables, it contains N pairs of canonically conjugated Grassman 

variables ((,-,£') and a Majorana commuting spinor («<,,*„) w'th i*8 

canonically conjugated momentum ( n 0 , ^ ) . In this formulation all the 

constraints are first class, independent and covariant. The classical 

twistorial superparticle action becomes: 

(6.8) 

where: 
Hi = Xiadia + A? 4 + A" 4 *^ + AH. (6.9) 
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As can be seen, the Hamiltonian HA is a linear combination of the 

constraints: 

dan 2 -ipna + PaaS% + i^nVa - 0 (6.10) 

d%=ipl-en<>paa-iV2(nVc,=0 (6.11) 

*<*d = Paa + «o»a = ° (612) 

H = i{uava - a°*a) - (n?1 = 0 (6.13) 

Where: 

{(i,&}pB = >si (6.14) 

n = l , . .JV 

and (A,<*,A?',Aaa,A) are the Lagrange multipliers. 

All the Poisson Brackets of these constraints vanish identically 

except: 

{dia,d?a}pB = 2iSi(paa+vava) = 2.«f ¥ a i (6.15) 

As we have shown in [6] one can gauge away all the twistui \ en

ables w,si,i,l getting back the BS superparticle (6.2) - (6.4) . One can 

verify that the particular gauge Axing conditions for this purpose are 

given by [6]: 

w\ = ui2 = 0 (6.16) 

WJ = 0 (6.17) 

Sj - 1 = 0 (6.18) 

i = l = 0. (6.19) 

As for the non-supersymmetric case also here the system (6.10) -

(6.13) enables us to gauge away all the usual superspace variables, and 

keep only the supertwistor ones. One can verify that the particular 

gauge fixing conditions for this purpose are given by 

6a = 8a = 0 (6.20) 

and 
X™ = x*"* - V % ° T = 0. (6.21) 
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The classical system in such a gauge depends only on the twistorial 

variables and it is described solely in terms of the constraint (6.13) 

H = i(uava - w^Ci) - £„£" = 0 (6.22) 

One can also perform the partial gauge fixing of (6.10)-(6.14) by 

putting 

ea = 9a = o- (6.23) 

Now the sy .tern is described by the constrains 

* a i = Pea + «a«d = ° (6-24) 

H = i(uava - Q^Hi,) - (n(n = 0 (6.25) 

The ordinary supersymmetric generators become in such a gauge 

Qia = •fivaii, Qi
a = V2i^i (6?6) 

which fulfill the twistorial supersymmetric algebra 

Wio,5i} = 2«|«aSd- (6-27) 

Recalling that vava replaces JJ0Q in the twistorial formalism, we can see 

that (6.27) fulfills the usual superssymmetric algebra. Furthermore, 

the usual superspace variables 9 and § are somewhat artificial in the 

twistor formulation and as one can verify also in the first and in tbe 

second quantized levels, the supersymmetry can be realized on-shell 

and off-shell without them. 

Let us now quantize the system (6.10)-(6.13) using the Dirac pro

cedure [12]. i and ( are complex conjugated pairs. At the quantum 

level their realization is a representation of the Clifford algebra. One 

can realize them in terms of fermionic creation and annihilation op

erators, or alternatively in terras of matrices. In this paper we shall 

use the latter. At the quantum level we shall denote «'? and -if by a 

and at respectively. Upon quantization one obtains the Held equations 

corresponding to the constraints (6.12) -(6.13): 

(Dia - iV2«j JL)*(*) = 0 (6.28) 
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(Di-ij2aii-JL)<l>(z) = 0 (6.29) 

<-'9« + 8^5fc)*w = 0 (6-30) 

where z = x,9,S,u,u, the constant c classifies all the supersymmetric 

(SUSY) theories [2] and 

DicS-^ + idajf (6.32) 

Di = -^S-iSiadaa (6.33) 

are the covariant derivatives. 

The parameter c that multiplies tne identity matrix in (6.31) , 

will classify the SUSY multiplets [2]. In the naive quantization of the 

classical systems this parameter vanishes, as it is a result of the ordering 

ambiguity. 

In the maximally extended supersymmetric theories (N=2 scalar 

field, N=4 SYM and N=8 SUGRA), the equations (6.28)-(6.31) contain 

all the on-shell field equations of the relevant theories. In all other the

ories, (6.28)-(6.31) yield the equations for the fields that are contained 

in one multiplet, and its complex conjugante yield the complementary 

equations for the fields with the opposite helicity contained in the PCT 

conjugate multiplet. Thus, together they yield all the field equations 

of these theories. 

As we have shown in ref. [3], one can, in both cases, derive the on 

shell equations from an unconstrained super-Poincare invariant action. 

These actions can be constructed from the first quantized BFV BRST 

charge [28], through the SWNW procedure [29]. 

Careful analysis will show that the first two terms of the operator 

(6.31) are actually the quantum helicity operator [7, 9, 6, 13]. On-shell, 

due to (6.31), it has the same eigenstates and eigenvalues as 

5 = i (a„a n t + el) (6.34). 

This is a diagonal 2N x 2N matrix where the diagonal elements are the 
helicities of the multiplet elements. 
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The classification (of the mote important super multiplets) with 
respect to c is given in the following table: 

classical theory 

N=l 

N=l 

N=l 

N=2 

N=2 

N=2 

N=3 

N=3 

N=4 

N=4 

N=5 

N=6 

N=7 

N=8 

ordering constant quantum theory 

c=0 

c=l 

c=2 

c=-l 

c=0 

c=2 

c=-l 

c=l 

c=-2 

c=0 

c=-l 

c=-2 

c=-3 

c=-4 

N=l scalar 

N=lSYM 

N=lSUGRA 

N=2 scalar 

N=2 SYM 

N=2 SUGRA 

N=3 SYM 

N=3 SUGRA 

N=4 SYM 

N=4 SUGRA 

N=5 SUGRA 

N=6 SUGRA 

N=7 SUGRA 

N=8 SUGRA 

It must be emphasized that at this stage we have a genera) formu

lation for all extended supersymmetric theories. 

In order to see how one derives the usual linearized on-shell equa

tions of motion from (6.28) - (6.31) let us work out as an example the 

N=l SYM (i.e. N=l , c=l in the above table). The example of N=3 

SYM, in a different quantization scheme, appears in ref. [2]. 

In the N=l theory the operators a and at can be realized in terms 

of a~ and <T+ respectively, so that the wave function * becomes a two 

dimensional vector given by: 

* = ( $ ) (6-35> 

where 4>\ is a commuting field and fa is an anti-commuting one. 
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Following the non-supersymmetric case one verifies that the solu

tion to eqns. (6.30) and (6.31) is given by: 

*(*) = I (6-36) 

if and only if Fap(x,e,e) and xu(*>M) satisfy 

9aaXa = 0 (6.37) 

and 

dcaF"13 = 0 (6-38) 

where: F = u>awPFttp(x, 9,9) and x = vaXa(x, 6, e). 

Substituting this solution in eqns. (6.28) and (6.29) one obtains 

° « f > > n ( ^ W n f = 0 (6-39) 
o 

0 0 OO 

DaY,®nT-TvZ-,dnx = 2 lT>"r A . . / - a " F (6-40» 
*-^ (n + l)!n! ^—' (n, + 2)!n!9wa 

oo 

o 
oo oo 

0 0 

The lowest order part of the expansion of these equations with respect 

to the twistor variables (w, <s) imply: 

DaFfo = 0 (6.43) 

Daxp = i2F0 /3 (6.44) 

D6Xa = 0 (6.45) 

DiFap = idlai,Xfi)- (6.46) 

These equations are the standard constraint equation of the N=l SYM 

theory [27]. All the higher component field equations of (6.39) - (6.42) 

are simply a consequence of (6.43) - (6.46) . 
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It is clear that the above system can be equivalently described iz 

terms of the first quantization of the classical system (6.24) - (6.25) . 

This system does not contain the superspace variables {6,8). Therefore, 

it is interesting to see how the supersymmetry enters in this formula

tion. 

For N=1SYM the equations that corresponds to (6.24) and (6.25) 

becomes: 

and 

(-«"««« + A - ^ A )*(^w.°) = °- (6-48) 
Now as in the previous system (6.28) - (6.31) , one verifies that 

.-(«..».*))_ ( * ^ * * ^ F ) (649) 

is the solution of (6.47) and (6.48) if and only if Fap(x) and xaM 

fulfill 

dac,Xa(*) = 0 (6.50) 

and 

daaF aH*) = 0 (6-51) 

where fo is a commuting field, <fi2 is an anti-commuting one, F = 

<*aJ>Faf)(x) and x = ^axc{x). 

The field * is a superfield with respect to the supersymmetric 

generators: 

Q« = ^ " ~ ^ <6-52) 

Let us examine this point in more detail. Under the supersymmet

ric transformations generated by (6.52) - (6.53) , the field * transforms 

in the following way: 

t* = [<««« + «***]• = V2 ^ 4 ? ; ^ ! J ) (6-54) 

where ea and i„ are anti-commuting parameters. 
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After substituting (6.49) into (6.54) one obtains: 

CO 

° oo («-5s) 

and 
CO 

^ = 5 E ( * ' ) n ( ^ W a n x ( I , u ' , s ' ) 

= ̂ "—Ji^ti)"—L_ a"F(x,u,,a) 
dua Z ^ v ' {„ + 2)!„! y < ' I 

0 

The lowest order part of the expansion of eqns. (6.55) - (6.56) with 

respect to the twistor variables (w, a) implies that: 

6Fap = ?dao,X(> (6.57) 

txa = <Pfpa (6.58) 

which are the ordinary supersymmetric transformations. 

The generalizations of sects. 4 and 5 to the supersymmetric case 

are straightforward and will appear elsewhere. The generalization of 

the results of sect 3 to the supersymmetric theories is an interesting 

problem which is now under investigation. 



7. The Extension to Ten Dimensions 

and to String 

We end this paper by suggesting certain generalizations of the pure 

twistorial point particle to two dimensional objects. First we do it in 

four dimensions and then in higher dimensions. For this last purpose 

we will introduce a certain non-conventional extension of the twistorial 

notion to higher dimensions [2, 3, 6]. 

The direct generalization of the D=4 twistorial system (6.10) -

(6.13) to D= 10 was suggested in [6]. The canonical variables are: x»,£a, 

8a,9a, «#•«#• Their canonical conjugate momenta are p^,f°, pf,pf, 

a/g,a/g, (where the indices a transform as MW 10D Lorentz spinors 

while o are internal SO(8) spinor indices). The system is characterized 

by the first class constraints: 

da = -ipa-pal3Bl3+i^/2Uvc"' = 0 (7.1) 

i" = -ip° - V
aHp - iy/2iavaa = 0 (7.2) 

«a/S = p«^ + „ « a s ^ = 0 (7.3) 

Hai = -i{u%vab - u* Saa) + taib = 0 (7.4) 

where {ep,p
a}PB = {$f),Pa}pB = *£ ; {«".«*}«? = «?«». 

Cb is the SO(8) charge conjugation matrix. 

As it was shown in [6], this system is equivalent to the N=2 BS 

superparticle. In addition we have shown there that the constraints tfa0 1 

are not independent and, consequently the straightforward covariant ( 
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BFV-BRST quantization cannot be straightforwardly implemented [28J 

and one should use the modified procedure for system of dependent 

constraints. Also the space-time and twistor variables are not anymore 

on the same footing because there is no gauge in which the system 

reduces to a purely twistorial covariant one. These problems can be 

traced to the fact that in D=10 the number of space-time canonical 

variables (10) is not equal anymore to the number of twistorial canonical 

variables (16 x 16). 

To restore in D=10 the above nice properties of D=4 one is lead 

to consider a D=10 space whose tangent is parametrized by a 16 x 16 

matrix maP rather than a lo-component vector p" (somewhat similar 

generalizations of the tangent to the space-time were considered in the 

context of general relativity in [30]). 

The most general form of a 16 x 16 spinor-indexed matrix maP in 

D=10 is: 

ma" = ^ / + p » " " ! K ¥ l f » + f ' " - " k , ...„)»' (7.5) 

In D=4 only the first term would appear and m°' would provide just 

another parametrization of the usual Minkovski space-time. The for

mula (7.5) suggests that in D=10 we consider a space-time generalizing 

the Minkovski space and parametrized by an entire host of tensors (and 

not just vectors): 

iVifji'j antisymmetric (7.6) 

XI/I,.,.I>3 antisymmetric and setfdual. 

They can be expressed uniquely in terms of a 16 x 16 matrix with spinor 

indices: 

xofi = x"(c^aP + r ^ ^ K . ^ ) 0 " ' + *"" "Vn, . . .* , ) 0 " (7.7) 

The canonical conjugate momenta (pi1, jrwa, p»i.•••."a) to the variables 

(7.6) , can be represented by a matrix m<*P (7.5) . 
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Our new D=10 twistorial superparticle is constructed by replacing 

p<*P by B " ' in the constraints (7.1) - (7.4) By this substitution, the 

new system of first class constraints becomes independent and is given 

by: 

ga = -ip" - m"% + iv^aw00 = 0 (7.8) 

ga = -ipa-mPaS/}-ij2(av™'= 0 (7.9) 

Ral, = mat) + 4°",v% = 0 (7.10) 

Hah = -i{u%vai - c'e0") + f { * = 0 (7.11) 

the Poisson brackets of these constraints are: 

i9arf}pB = 2'"flo/' (712) 

{Hai,Ha}pB = i(CciHai - GadHeb) (7.13) 

The irreducibility of the system (7.8) - (7.11) allows us to proceed 

straightforwardly with the BFV-BRST procedure. 

At the quantum level, it was the operation by Hab which de

termined the helicities of the multiplet. Because the operators Hab 

did not change by passing to m*', the multiplet of the modified sys

tem is still N=2 SUGRA but the fields depend now on the tensorial 

variables ^^a/u^/Ji/i^jp^s in addition to x,,. Phenomelogically, one 

can make the coordinates ^Viipaju.^^pj^ups irrelevant at low ener

gies through compactification. Then, one recovers at low energies the 

standard D=10 N=2 SUGRA. 

The appropriate generalization of the supersymmetric generators 

for the new system (7.8) - (7.11) is: 

Qa = -ipa + m<*% , Q" = -ipo + mMp (7.14) 

which fulfil) the algebra 

{Qa,Qp}pB=^aP (7-15) 

One can perform the partial gauge fixing: 

ea = ia = o. (7.i6) 



The partially fixed system is described by the constraints (7.10) -(7.11). 

The supersymmetric generators become: 

Q" = y/2vSia ; Qa = V^5?f° (7.17) 

which fulfill the algebra 

{Qa,Qfi}pB = 2«aas2 (7.18) 

If we eliminate now entirely the space-time variables, by the further 

gauge fixing: 

we are left with the purely twistorial system described by the con

straints Hab [2, 3]. 

Let us denote (vad,,vaP,(a) by ZaA and (sP*" ,va? ,la) by 2"A where: 

J° = C a « 4 (7.20) 

and C<*° is the SO(lo) charge conjugation matrix. 

In terms of this definition the pure twistorial constraints (7.11) 

can be written as 

Z%2bA = gASZ',A2bB = 0 (7.21) 

where: 
/ 0 C a i o \ 

9AB = -Caa ° 0 I (7.22) 
V 0 0 l) 

One can verify that the systems (2.3) - (2.4) in 4D and (7.1) -

(7.4) in 10D do not obey any direct extension to the GS superstring. 

However, the pure twistorial systems (2.15) in 4D and (7.21) in 10D 

obey certain extensions which reduce back to the original pure twisto

rial superparticle in its point particle limit. 

Let us give now these extensions. In the 4D case the variables ZA 

and 2A depend in addition to the proper time r, on the parameter a. 

This means that: 

ZA = ZA(*,°) (7.23) 
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and 

2A = ZA{r,a) (7.24) 

In terms of this variables the two dimensional extension in 4D is 

given in terms of the following independent and first class constraints. 

H = ZAZA=0 (7.25) 

r=Z'AZA-ZA ZlA = 0 (7.26) 

where: ' denotes derivation with respect to a. These constraints fullfil 

the following algebra: 

{H(^l»(a2)}pB = a, (7-27) 

{T(^),T(o2)}PB = -fTfa) + rfo))6'("i - <r2) (7.28) 

and 

{!>!),H(O2)}PB = -HWWl - a2) (7.29) 

This is coupled abelian Virasoro-Kac-Moouy system. In the point par

ticle limit all the derivatives with respect to a vanish and one is left 

with the constraint (7.21). The fermionic generalization of this model is 

straightforwardly obtained by the replacement otZA by ZA = (Sa,ua,(') 

in the expressions (7.25) and (7.26). 

The ten dimensional pure twistorial string model is obtained by 

the following extension of the model (7.21). 

ffa» = Z«2 M =0 (7.30) 

r = Z'f2A - ZA 2,A = o. (7.31) 

These constraints satisfy the following algebra: 

{Hab(ol),H
ci(,<'l))pB = i(CehHai - CaiHeh)S[e1 - <r2), (7.32) 

{!> , ) , l> 2 )}= - ( r ^ + r f o J S V , -<r2) (7.33) 

and 

{T(n^Hai(«i))pB = -ffa,(*i)*'(<M -"2 ) (734) 
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As for the 4D case this is a coupled Virasoro-Kac-Moody system. In 

the point particle limit all the derivatives with respect to j vanish and 

one is left with the constraint (7.21). 

The systems (7.25) - (7.26) and (7.30) - (7.31) are indepen

dent and first class, therefore, one can in principle apply the BFV-

BRST method to quantize them. However, as in ordinary string the

ory anomalies might appear and one should still examine carefully this 

point. 

The bosonic system (7.25) - (7.26) is part of a larger system 

appearing in ref. [31]. Despite the fact that these two systems were 

constructed from very different viewpoint it might be interesting to 

check if one can obtain the system (7.25) - (7.26) by a partial gauge 

fixing of the system appearing in [31]. 
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8. Conclusions and Outlook 

Since the first days of quantum field theories the main way to 
treat the four dimensional theories was in the framework of a pertur
bation theory. However, by dealing just with perturbation theory it 
may happen that some interesting features of these theories will escape 
our understanding. In this context every new insight into classical and 
quantum gauge field theories on a nonpertuuative level is welcome and 
could carry us away from the old problems to a place of a better view. 
This is our main motivation for the new representations of gauge theo
ries, which were presented in this paper. The goal of such approach is 
to find a new way to solve the gauge field equations and to formulate 
new ways to quantized these fields. 

In this paper we introduced also more speculative proposals. The 
first one is a suggestion to reformulate the ordinary gauge field theories 
in terms of the pure twistor space. In this context we proposed certain 
extension of the notion of two dimensional conformal field theories to 
four dimensions. The hope is that at the end it will become possible to 
fully reformulate the ordinary gauge field theories in terms of the pure 
twistor space. 

Another hope is a synthesis between the conception of the string 
theory and the twistor one. The string like extension which we proposed 
in terms of the pure twistorial spp.̂ e, is worth additional investigation. 
It might lead to a new and unconventional extension of the ordinary 
gauge field theories. 
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Appendix A 

Throughout most of this paper we assumed analyfcicity. This as

sumption lead simply to the polynomial solutions with respect to u> and 

a. As we indicated in [2], at least for the free cases, one can prove the 

equivalence between the system (2.21) - (2.22) and the ordinary field 

equations without any restriction on the form of *. 

Because the proof in [2] missed some details and for completeness 

let us prove it here. 

A general solution of eqn. (2.22) is any function $(X,U,Q) of 

homogeneity 2» with respect to the Euler operator 

a ^ - f L - i ^ J L . (A.l) 

One can constructs from the field *(x,«,i5) a symmetric spinor * a ( j . . . 7 

of homogenihiety zero with respect to the Euler operator (A.l) in the 

following way: 

Now, according eqn. (2.21) and the fact that the derivatives g£-

are commuting with the operator (-iSaa + %%* gfs), the following field 

equation should be fulfilled 

iti-r^-19**+&&>• - -*<•*•*•*=°- (A3) 

Hence, the field (A.2) fulfills the usual spinless field equations. 

To complete the proof that the twistorial systems (2.21) - (2.22) 

are equivalent to the usual ones, we will use again the property that 

the derivatives j ^ - commute with the operator (-i90i + j£s 

implies that the fields *ap...y fulfill the following equation: 

(-*9- + afeife)*^-* = 0- (A-4) 
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On-shell the filed *ap...y ,s independ on the twistor variables. The most 
convenient way to see it is by taking its Fourier transform to the v s 
and p space. In this space the equation (A.4) has the form 

(Pad - vaVa)$ap...yb>< ( B 5 ) ] = ° (A- 5) 

The assumption that: 

*a/J...7=*a/5...-yM™)]- (A.6) 

need some explenation. In the v, v and p space the field $ap,,,^ has 

homogeneity zero with respect to the Euler operator 

v"~ -v*JL (A.7) 

Actually the most general dependence on the twistor variables of 

field with homogeneity zero with lespect to (A.7) is given by 

*ap...t = *a*..7[*.M. J*.^l- (A.8) 

But, the above expression can be always brought to the form *[(««),x\. 

The reason for that is due to the fact that for example dependance of 

the form §1 can be considered as dependence on |£{fj which in turns 

can be considered as dependence on vv as we argued. 

The equation (A.5) allows us simply to replace all the (vava) by 

Pat,. Finally we inverse transform back to x space and get field which 

is depending solely on i. 
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Appendix B 

The C's are the respective Charge Conjugation Matrices. 

For D=10: 

rfi.-f °„ ^ ) ( 0 (<7«) 

\(*")g ° 
r _ f 0 Ca'P\ 
Cl°-{(-c)*0 o ) 

nil = r 0 r l r 9 _ ( S<* 0 \ 
• - r i o r i o - r i o - ^ 0 _pj 

We use D=10 a - matrices with undotted indices only 

(e")a,l(<''')yf'+ W)<n{«'lVe = -2«&"»" 

For D=8: 

For D=4: 

C 8 = ( 0 (-C)A0 
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where: 
£ 1 2 = 1, £ , 2 = £ 2 1 = - 1 , £ H = £ 2 2 = ° 
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